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Draw a Stickman: EPIC - Friend’s Journey DLC

Your Friend was kidnapped by Zarp while you went on an Epic adventure! But what happened to him?? Now it’s time to find
out, because the mystery has been unlocked! Enter the Friend’s Journey and embark on ten all new levels of your Friend’s quest

on the other side! Set off on another dangerous adventure while taking on familiar creatures such as dragons, zombies, and
trolls. But watch out for new villains in new lands! Pirates might be lurking about on a haunted island, and you may find yourself

up, up, and away among the clouds! Beware of hot lava along your trek! Survive the challenge, locate the hidden map pieces,
and you will finally be reunited with Stickman! Maneuver your Friend along his own path, and use your imagination to

implement strategies and animate solutions to puzzles and obstacles!

FEATURES
Explore ten new levels, filled with villains, puzzles & challenges!

Obtain all new achievements!
Find all 9 Map Pieces to unlock the final Boss Level!

Immerse yourself in this magical drawing experience that takes you on another amazing journey of epic proportions.
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Welcome to Highway Hypnosis: The Game! Do you remember that old DOS game, SkyRoads? It's like that, but with powerups,
score multipliers, music, no jumping, and you're in Tron instead of outer space. Avoiding the hitboxes on obstacles and pitfalls
for perfect run achievements is a chore, but it's entertaining to zone out to the flashing background, soundtrack, and moving
levels, and let your fingers go on autopilot. It's repetitive, frustrating, and oddly entrancing.. Not right now.

Not in it's current form. Way too sloppy, way too many errors. And under polished.

If you want to support sports management sims, by all means. But OOTP needs to stop pricing this as a finished product and
take a deep look at themselves, and decide whether they want this to be a money grab, or actually grow a fan base.

I own FHM 1 through 4.. Seems like it has alot of potiential, but has alot of bugs/needed fixes. 1. it is very fast paced and needs
to be slowed down. and there is sensitivity isues, 2. make better maps open/big maps are not good make it smaller with alot
more houses/structures to go into (also make them where you can shoot threw them and wall bang them.). 3. make a console for
like changing crosshair, sensitivity, viewmodel, gamesetting and such. 4. make it where you can toggle motion blur cause it is
quite hard to see atm. But i might have missed alot of stuff but make these changes and bug fixes and it will be a very good
game imo. Also dont stop working on this game it seems very cool!. Historical gaming primarily focused on family management
(yes, there is war and conquest but I end up spending more time managing family affairs than managing armies and territories.)
It feels very "Darwinian" going through the list of brides in the general ledger, searching for the stats and traits that will improve
the descendency for your family and your courtier's families.

Having played this and CKII I have to say I find the original more enjoyable. The graphics are less polished and it is simpler but
this simplicity can actually be an advantage in terms of how much fun is it to play.

11/2017 update - I'm nominating this for the "No Apologies" Steam Awards!. Fractal is one of those easy to pick up puzzle
games that you can get into in only a few minutes. It reminds me of hexcells in presentation, but has its own unique game play.
It looks good and plays well. The aspect of the game that keeps me playing though is the music. It kind of zones me into the
game and keeps me going back for one more go.. Out of all US locos this thing looks and quite possibly could be the best in all
the DLC's. But, untill the issue of it being the biggest resource hog in the, dare I say, whole inventory of TS DLC's, is fixed this
loco will remain unplayed. Not by choice. But, because I can't get better than 7 FPS to 10FPS. And at times as low as 4. Very
choppy. Unplayable for me. And some of you intent readers may think " Well this guys system is weak". For those I'll leave
System Specs at the end.

 I cannot reccomend this DLC as much as I would love to and would also love to drive. Please DTM developers or Dovetail
Games fix this DLC. If you have a really huge system then by all means get this DLC. But, if your system is moderate to fairly
well built (where I consider mine to be) then be fairwarned of choppy framerates, even to the point of unplayabilty. It's still
early with this one. So let's hope it's future is brighter. Peace!

Enermax Ostrog case
Thermaltake TR2 550w Power supply
Asus MB M5A99FX Pro R2.0
AMD FX 6300 APU
16GB Patriot Signature RAM
WD 1T HD with 64Mb cache
XFX AMD Radeon R7 250 w\/ 2GB DDR3 DirectX 12 Overclocked to 1050Mhz
Assus 48X DVD RW
LG 55" LCD 1080p HD TV\/Moniter. One of my favourite "before Steam" classics...! Now it is 2016, and this game is still
multiple times better, than most modern shooters!. Fun, smooth game. The other person mentioned that sometimes the dice
glitch and stick on top of each other, my VERY FIRST roll did that! It gives you a free roll, it doesn't hurt you. It's kind of plug
and play, no tutorial or anything. Worth the five bucks if you like playing yahtzee, and love solotaire type time wasters.. amazing
game- played for years, love the mods
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A simple but engaging economy game, nice way to wile away the the hours in a fairly relaxing game. Not as complex as some
economy games, but that's a good thing sometimes.. My♥♥♥♥♥♥is the biggest.. No online co op...... A fun and difficult game.
Not an extremely large amount of content but good replay value and a good challenge.. Art noir in optima forma.. This game
doesn't work very well! I get blinking graphics (with my NVidia card).
I haven't been able to resolve it... and this is really a game breaker!!!. A little disappointed, playing this is better than going to
4399 and piaying the king of fighters. All the controls and interfaces are done perfectly: you don't have to read any instructions at
all to start playing. Gameplay is immersive enough to scare the **** out of you sometimes. Graphics mostly relies on post-
processing, but who cares as long as it looks cool. The story might not be as fancy as I expected, but that's ok considering the game
duration.
tl;dr: totally recommended.
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